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Focus:  composition/creating and music in our lives 9
Lesson

aNovemberNovemberNovemberNovemberNovember

dance concepts:  levels, directions, tempo C 1.1 "Poppies Are for November"
C 1.1 "All Together/Let's Make Peace"
element:   pitch  --highs and lows
element:   form  --one breath is a phrase

Beat/Rhythm: Echoing with Rhythm Names

Pitch:  Hearing Highs and Lows

Being able to sing in tune requires being able to hear differences in pitch.  Today use your 
voice.  Make a high sound to a syllable,  e.g.  "ma"  and raise your hand up high.   Then make 
a low sound and put your hand down low.   Ask:  "What was the difference between the 
two sounds I made?"   (student response)

"Yes, one sound was up high, close to the ceiling and one sound was down low, close 
to the floor.  When you echo the sounds I make, echo with your hands as well."  Make 
several high/low sounds using your hand for students to echo.  Congratulate students.

"Good work! (Even if some students are still not matching their hand height with pitch, continue.)  
Ready for a challenge?   I'm going to sing two sounds, but I’m not going to use my 
hand to show high/low.  When you echo the sounds, use your hands to show the 
change in pitch. “   Keep the pace moving quickly so that students don't have long to dwell 
on whether their hand response matches the pitch.  Each time congratulate one student who 
has the correct hand response.  Hearing differences in pitch is a preliminary to being able to 
match voices to pitch.  Continue to use this warm-up with music lessons until everyone in the 
class is able to show differences in high-low pitch with their hands.

Reading Rhythm:   Apple/Pumpkin Word Set on the Pocket Chart  (5 minutes)

(introduced on page 40)

I
like

orange

A

B red yellow

Yum!Yum!

AAA B

*use flashcards to compose 2 
or 3 lines on the pocket chart

*try reading the lines using a 
steady count-in, choose 2 
favourite lines calling them "A" 
and "B"

*decide on a form (order) for the 
chant
*practice reading
*repeat at least once

If you teach 
music to your 
o w n  c l a s s ,  
c h o o s e  a  
"composer" to 
create l ines 
before music 
time begins.

1. 2. 3.

11
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Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Dance  & DramaDance  & Drama(A) (B) MusicMusic(C) 

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)
low = lower pitch    as in bass voice
soft = quieter pitch

Music Word Use

1.

2.

3.
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Pop - pies      are     for    No - vem-ber,      Pop - pies        are     to     re - mem-ber,

1.  Re -  mem  -     ber       war___         and              work        for         peace.
2.  Re -  mem  -     ber       sold - iers     and              work        for         peace.
3.  Re -  mem  -     ber        fam'-lies      and              work        for         peace.
4.  Re -  mem  -     ber       chil -dren     and              work        for         peace.

Poppies Are For November
Remembrance Day

Canada
LJ Clare  2010

Key F, first note C(so)

a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4,Poppies...

pandante

* War is when communities of people fight other communities.
* Soldiers get hurt in wars, but so do ordinary people.
* When we remember things that are hard/sad, 

then we can remember to try to make the world better.
* Remembrance Day remembers the day a big war stopped.
* In Canada, our parks and green places have lots of yellow dandelions.
* In France, where some of the fighting was,

 the parks and green places have lots of red poppies,
so the poppy was picked to help us remember.

Songs associated with special days are often taught early to allow time for learning before the actual 
event.   If this is the first time your class is focussing on Remembrance Day, take a few minutes to explore 
some of the following ideas.   If you and the class have already begun reading Remembrance Day 
storybooks or making poppy projects, review the ideas you've  already introduced.

Song:  Poppies Are For NovemberSong:  Poppies Are For November

"We're going to learn a song for Remembrance Day.  As I play/sing the song, listen to 
what things the song asks us to remember."   (Sing/play the entire song.)

"What does the song ask us to remember?  (war, soldiers, families, children)

What does the song ask us to work for?     (peace)

Good listening."

"Wars are often very noisy things  ---with shouting and guns.   Why do you think the 
composer wrote this song to be sung so quietly?"    (Explore ideas from students.  As with so 
many questions in music, there is no one right reason.)

"This time while you listen, gently put the beat on your knees like this." 
(Model patting your knees.   Play/sing the song.)

"I'm going to sing part of the song, you sing it after me. (You be my echo.)

"Poppies are for November"
"Poppies are to remember"
"Poppies are for November, Poppies are to remember."
"Remember war, and work for peace."

"Ready to try the whole song?   Wait for the count-in ..."  (First Note is C)  

1,2,3,4,Poppies are ...



Show the two instruments being used today.  Play a smooth, continuous sound on a shaker 
with one hand.  Use the other hand to show movement that is fluid and continuous as long as 
the shaker sounds.   Stop and start a few times.   The next part is trickier to demonstrate.   
Place the hand drum between your knees (like congas).  Keep a steady beat on the drum with 
one hand while the other hand shows movements that are jerky, or separated and in sync with 
the beat on the drum.  Stop and start a few times.  Comment on how the movements are 
echoing the sound on the instruments.

With students still on the mat, vary the instruments for a few times to practice.  Remember that 
keeping the beat is a developmental learning  --don't focus on students who move between 
beats, instead comment positively on students who move with the beat.

"When I say the word "Go," find a place in the classroom where you have space 
for moving and where I can see you.  "Go!"

If your class is still struggling to "listen" while they move, begin with having "feet frozen" in 
place.  Remind students that "sound" means movement,  and silence means "freezing" or 
stopping.

Give students several opportunities to move to the different instruments.

Variations to try:
1. play the instruments while they are hidden from view
2. give specific instructions about which parts of the body to move
3. ask students to explore "high" with movements
4. ask students to explore "low" with movements

hand drum shakers
maracas

*play by tapping
*move to the beat
  with separated motions

*play by jiggling
*move to the sound
  with continuous movement

End the "Moving" segment with singing and moving to "Ha Ha This-a-Way."

"Excellent singing.   These are shakers, some people call them maracas.  If you move them 
quickly and hard, they make a loud sound.  If you move them gently, they make a softer 
sound.   Which way of playing the shakers fits this song?  (gently)  Every time we sing the 
word "Poppies",  the shakers are played  (model).   When I give you a shaker, hold it very still 
until we start singing."  (Extra:  Have children sit in groups of 4, give one shaker to each group.   On the 
words "work for peace", the shaker gets passed to a child who hasn't played yet.  More students have an 
opportunity to play the shakers while following listening directions during singing.)

shakers
maracas

After drums, shakers are the most commonly found percussion instrument around 
the world  --rainsticks from Central America, kayambas from Africa,  and maracas 
are only a few.  Shakers may be played by jiggling to make a smooth, continuous 
sound, or by thrusting once or tapping against the leg to make a distinct sound.

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

New RepertoireNew Repertoire Poppies Are for November
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Lesson Plan for 9A Ends Here



Repeat the basic activities from Lesson 9A.

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

Rhythm Echoes with Flashcards
Pitch:  Hearing Highs and Lows

Moving When Music Sounds
Moving As the Music Sounds 

AA

BB

Work Page
   *rhythm counting  
   *reading practice + math

Reading Rhythm
New Song:  All Together
      

OR
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Focus:  composition/creating and music in our lives 9
Lesson

bNovemberNovemberNovemberNovemberNovember

I can do music in Lesson 9b .  My name is _________________________________
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All    to - geth-er,     Let's make peace.    All     to - geth-er,      Let's make peace.

Let's make  peace,       all      to-geth-er,        Let's   make    peace,      all    to-geth-er,

Let's   make      peace,       all     to-geth-er,          Peace!     Peace!      Peace!

All  Together
tune: revised LJ Clare

words:  LJ Clare
Canada

2011

Key G,  first note D(low so)
glockenspiel count-in:  1,2,3,4,All...

Pop-pies       are   for    No - vem-ber,    Pop-pies      are    to      re - mem-ber,

1.  Re -  mem  -     ber       war___       and             work     for        peace.

2.  Re -  mem  -     ber       sold - iers   and             work     for        peace.

3.  Re -  mem  -    ber        fam'-lies     and            work      for        peace.

4.  Re -  mem  -     ber       chil -dren    and            work      for       peace.

Poppies Are For November Remembrance Day
Canada

LJ Clare  2010

Key F, first note C(so)
glockenspiel count-in:  1,2,3,4,Poppies...

N
O

V
E
M

B
E
R

piano-softly

Say and clap each word.   Now, say the word and use your fingers to count its rhythm.

poppies   ________     make   ________     November   ________

peace     ________     children  _______    together    _________

war        ________      all       ________      remember  _________

2 1

Ask me to show you how to do a rhythm count for a word!

AA Work Page with Rhythm Counting

Do a few rhythm counts with the whole 
class before giving out the work page.

“Show with your fingers,  the 
number of claps, the rhythm 
count for ...   

poppies  (2)   pop-pies
red   (1)   
apple    (2)    ap-ple
apples   (2)    ap-ples

Give out the work page.  Help students 
find the place to do the rhythm 
counting.  Review reading the words if 
needed.  Give time for students to fill in 
the rhythm count number.

When the “work” part of the page is 
done,  sing the songs while students 
follow the words/music.

Students may have both songs memorized already, 
however, singing while looking at the music is music 
pre-literacy work.

Dance & DramaDance & Drama(A) (B)

MusicMusic(C)

e.g.

1.

2.

3.
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Apples     at   the     farm,                       Apples      at   the     store,

Apples       on  the     kitchen     table,       Apples     on   the     floor!

1          apple,           2          apples,        3           apples,         4,

 5             apples,        6           apples,        7            apples       more.

One Apple, Two Apples
Counting Rhyme

Canada, 2011
LJ Clare

Draw the correct number of apples on each tree.
How many apples are in the orchard?

There are  _____________ apples in the orchard.

312

4 1

Ask me which I like better   ---apple pie or fresh apples.

Practise saying the apple chant.      When you think you know it, try saying it with your eyes closed.

clap
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Lesson Plan for 9B Ends Here

All   to -  ge - ther,     Let's make peace.       All    to -  ge - ther,     Let's make peace.

Let's make   peace,       all       to- ge - ther,       Let's   make    peace,        all   to- ge -ther,

Let's   make       peace,        all    to- ge -  ther,        Peace!    Peace!     Peace!

All  Together
tune: revised LJ Clare

words:  LJ Clare
Canada

2011

Key G,  first note D(low so)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4,All...

These are new words to a familiar "camp" song.   It's traditionally done by two groups of people.  One group sings "all 
together", the other group sings "let's make peace" and both groups sing "peace, peace, peace."  Groups stand only 
when they are singing.

2nd singing:    Students use their hands but not their voices

3rd singing:     Students join with one hand in singing,  "Let's make peace."

4th singing:     Students join with the other hand in singing,  "All together."
5th singing:     Divide students into two groups.   Assign parts.
6th singing:     Students stand and sing when it is their group's turn.

When I teach this kind of song, I invite students to pretend with me that each of my hands is a sock puppet 
(sometimes my puppets aren't handy).   Then my hands model when to sing by opening and closing.   One hand 
does the first part.  The other hand does the second part.  Through the first singing, students listen.

This simple "apple" chant  builds on the reading 
rhythm activity usually done on the pocket chart.  
Hand out the work pages.  Give a clear, firm 
count-in then read the chant WITH students.

Work Page for Reading Practice + MathAA

BB

When students have added the number of apples in the 
orchard, ask them to work with one or two buddies to 
practice reading the chant.  Students take turns being 
the conductor and counting to four before the reading 
begins.

After a few minutes of practice time, invite one student 
to “be the conductor” for the whole class as the chant is 
read out loud.

Vary the way the chant is read  e.g.  quickly or slowly;  
softly or loudly;  half the class reads just the word 
“apple”;  etc.

New Song  All Together/Let’s Make Peace

4.

1.

2.

3.



  In music, the 
d i f f e r e n c e  
between two 
pitches is called 
an interval. 
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Focus:  composition/creating and music in our lives 1
Lesson

aNovemberNovemberNovemberNovemberNovember 0
concepts:  relationship    partner/solo C1.5 symbols represent sounds

C1.1 song:  I Like to Eat
C1.4 techniques in performance/conducting
element focus:   rhythm

Pitch:  Hearing Highs and Lows

This warm-up was introduced last week.  Today another challenge is added.   Instead of 
listening for pitches that are very different, students are going to listen for the difference 
between "so" and "mi."  The sound of a parent calling a child to come inside, is the same as 
the sound musicians call  "so - mi."   It's the same as the pitches in the nursery song  "Rain, 
rain, go a-way," and many other songs for young children.   On the glockenspiel, if you 
play the bar "G" and then the bar "E,"  you are playing  "so - mi."   

G
C D E F

C D E F A B
G so      G        C         D

mi      E         A         B
do      C        F         G

oror oror No matter what musical alphabet letter you 
choose as "so,"  "mi" is always going to be lower.

so
mi

B o b -
       by

      rain                go a-
         rain               -way
        
 

Choose a note to be "so"  (G, C or D).   Play the note.   Sing the note to "high" while holding 
your hand up high.   Ask students to sing "high" with you  --their hands raised as well.  
Choose the "mi" that goes with your "so."   Play "mi."  Sing the note to "low" while holding 
your hand down low.   Ask students to sing "low" with you  --their hands move down also.
   
Next sing or play one of the two notes.   Sing "high" or "low" to match the note.   Students 
echo.   Repeat several times.

Now ask students to listen to the note and WITHOUT hearing you sing, students are to 
move their hands either "high" or 'low."   Repeat.

The final step is for students to listen to the note and then sing the word "high" or "low" to 
match the note while moving their hand either up or down.   Repeat.

Stretches (while standing) Stretch one hand up very, very high ...  now let it go.
Stretch the other hand up very, very high  ... now let it go.
Stretch your toes down low into the floor  ...  now let them go.
Move your head one way,    now the other (stretching neck).
Pull your shoulders up to your ears, hold them, now let them go.
Once again,  pull your shoulders up to your ears, hold them, and let them go.
Breathe in through your nose,  and gently out through your mouth.
Again,  breathe in through your nose and gently out through your mouth.
Very quietly, very gently, give your body a small, small shake.
Without making a sound, sit down.

11

22

high               high  high
         low                         low

Dance  & DramaDance  & Drama(A) (B) MusicMusic(C) 

low = lower pitch    as in bass voice
soft = quieter pitch

Music Word UseWarm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

C h e c k  t h e  
video warm-
up resources 
for “high-low 
so-mi.”

4.

1.

2.

3.

OR
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Reading Rhythm:   Apple/Pumpkin Word Set on the Pocket Chart     (5 minutes)

Music often has rhythms that repeat.  Today when you set up the pocket chart, 

include repeats in each line.  After students read the chart, ask:  "There is 
something the same about every line  ---can you figure out what it is?"  
(Give time for a few responses.)  

"In the first measure/bar, the word "Yum" repeats.
In the second measure/bar, the word "apples" is used three times.
In the third measure/bar, there is a repeated pattern,  "apple, (silence)."

"Composers like to repeat ideas in their work.   Sometimes it's the words 
that repeat.  Sometimes it's the tune that repeats.  Today's composer 
needs to make a measure/bar that has some kind of repeat in it."

Give at least two students an opportunity to "compose.”

Yum!Yum!

red

(more ideas on page 38)

2.

1.

Sing Song:   Poppies Are For November ...

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Learning Music ConceptsLearning Music Concepts
   Pitch: High-Low
    “I hear with my little ear, something that sounds ..."

Many students will have played the "I spy with my little eye" game.  The game is expanded 
to include all the senses with built-in opportunities/reasons for solo singing. A plus for 
music concepts would be to use words that encourage thinking musically  e.g.

hear:   loud,   quiet,   noisy,    gentle,     happy,     sad,     busy
see:     fast,    slow,     high,     low

This is another of 
the activities that 
requires a long 
explanation for 
teachers, but very 
li t t le classroom 
time with students.  
P l a y  t h e  " I  
hear/spy" game 
for 3 or 4 minutes -
- - l e a v e  t h e m  
wanting more!

There is no one correct answer  -- any answer that fits the category is right!

I         hear   with     my   lit-tle   ear,        some-thing     that      sou -ounds  lou  -  oud.
I         smell  with     my   lit-tle   nose,      some-thing     that       sme  - ells   tas  -   ty.
I         spy     with     my   lit-tle   eye,        some-thing     that        i    -   is      fa  -    ast.
I         feel    with     my   lit-tle   thumb,    some-thing     that        fe -   eels  so   -    oft.
I         taste  with     my   lit-tle   tongue,   some-thing      that       ta   -  astes  swe -  eet.

Could  it     be      a           ___________?          Yes,             i    -    t          cou  -      ld.

I Hear With My Little Ear
Canada

2009
LJ Clare

Key C, first note G(soh)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4,I....

One syllable words may be slurred/sung over two pitches.   When this is done, the convention in music is to print the 
word in full on the first note and follow it by a straight line.  The words are stretched out above to help demonstrate the 
way they are sung.



Begin with the familiar question singing,   "I spy with my little eye, 
something that looks fast."  Take an idea from a child, and sing it 

to the class   e.g.  child says  "car";  teacher sings  "Could it be a 
car?"   Nod head as if thinking and sing,   "Yes, it could."   Take a 

second idea from a child and sing it to the class.   "It could be a 
cheetah."

Sing a new question:  "I spy with my little eye, something that 
looks high."  Take several answers from the class as above.

Sing a new question:  "I spy with my little eye, something that 
looks slow."  This time, ask for a volunteer who can sing their idea 
answer.  Don't worry at this point about the answer being sung to the 
exact tune above, simply encourage a singing response.  Child sings,  
"Could it be my sister?",  or   "Is it a snail?"    or  even simply  "turtle".   
Invite the class to sing the response:  "Yes, it could."    Repeat with 
another volunteer.

Sing a new question:  "I spy with my little eye, something that 
looks funny."   etc.

tree tops           grass
mountains        valleys
ceiling              floor
attic                  basement
bird                  worm
giraffe's head   mouse's tail

bird song                  bear growl
baby bear                 papa bear
tinkerbelle                Santa's laugh
ambulance siren       big truck horn
flute                         drum
shreak                      moan/groan
Mommy's voice         Daddy's voice

Something that looks
  high                low

Something that sounds
 high                          low

Now move to questions about what things sound like.
"I hear with my little ear, something that sounds noisy, quiet, high, low."   
Don't be surprised if children confuse "high" with "loud".    At home or in the car, 
sometimes the radio is too "high" re volume.   In music,  high refers to pitch.   If a 
child gives a "loud" instead of "high" response, gently say  "Mmmm, in music we'd call 
that "noisy" or "loud".   Using a high voice say,  "Can you hear something high?"     As 
this is also a listening activity, remember that airplanes look high up,  but their sound 
is noisy.   English can be confusing eh?

Assessment TipAssessment Tip
Sing the game  "I spy"  or  "I hear" provides many opportunities for students to sing alone 
and for teachers to hear student voices.   The pitches in the sung version are primarily  
"so-mi" which is the easiest interval to sing.    The game aspect to this singing encourages 
even reluctant singers to take part voluntarily.   If needed, remind students the class 
standard is that all voices are accepted in music.   After class, make a quick note of 
students who are still finding it a challenge to use their singing voices.   As the year 
progresses, this game may be used to track students who are able to use their singing 
voices to sing in tune.

"Every animal has its own way of moving and doing things.   How have you seen 
animals move or do something?  (cats wash with their paws,  dogs scratch with a hind foot, 

rabbits hop, etc.)  Today in moving I will say the name of an animal.  Your job is to 
think about how that animal moves, or does something.  When the musical 
instrument starts to play, then you be an actor taking the part of the animal.  
When the musical instrument stops playing, freeze in place.   Let's try one while 
you are sitting on the mat.   The animal is a chicken."   (Give a few moments then play a 
musical instrument.  When you stop playing the instrument, comment positively on what one child 
was doing that matched the task.)

"When I say "Go," find a place in the classroom for moving time.   "Go!"    
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  Enjoy!
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Lesson Plan for 10A Ends Here

New RepertoireNew Repertoire

Tingalayo is a well known Jamaican folksong.  Some versions anthropomorphize the donkey  e.g.  "Me donkey 
walk, me donkey talk, me donkey eat with a knife and fork."   The version given here is probably closer to the 
original --making fun of donkey contrary stubbornness  ---something anyone who has cared for a two year old 
child can relate to.  Donkeys in many countries are the most affordable way to carry heavy loads  --water from 
the river, wood for the fire, grain from the fields, etc.   Work animals are not pets, but they can be loved and 
respected just the same.  While students learn this song, they can be learning about the different kinds of life 
lived by children and their animals in other countries.

come and me don-key go,  Me don-key  fast, me  don-key slow, Me don-key come and me don-key go.
kick    with his  two hind feet, Me don-key eat, me don-key sleep, Me donkey kick with his two hind feet.
stop   when I  tell him  go,   Me don-key  yes,  me  don-key no,  Me don-key stop when I tell him  go.
sleep   in    a   bed of straw, Me donkey "hee" me donkey "haw" Me  donkey  sleep in a    bed of  straw.

Tin -ga - lay  -    o,      come,   lit-tle    don - key come. Tin - ga  -  lay    -    o,

come, lit-  tle don-key  come.  Me don - key    fast,   me  don-key   slow,  Me  don-key
                                              Me  don -key    eat,    me  don-key   sleep, Me  don-key
                                              Me  don-key     yes,    me  don-key   no,     Me don-key
                                              Me  don-key    "hee",  me  don-key  "haw", Me  don-key

Tingalayo West Indies
folksong

arr: LJ Clare
Key D, first note F#(mi)
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,Tin-ga...

1. "Some people share their lives with animals that live inside their houses  --like dogs and 
fish.  Some people share their lives with animals that live outside their houses.  This song 
is about a boy who lives in a part of the world where it is hot all the time.  He spends a lot 
of time with his donkey.  Listen so you can tell me what the donkey does."  (Play or sing the 
entire song.)

2. "What does the donkey in the song do?  (eat, sleep, kicks, talks-hee/haw)   Do you think the boy 
likes his donkey?   Why?     What is the donkey's name? (Tingalayo)   This time while you are 
listening, move your hand up and down with the pitch/tune."   (Sing or play the first verse.)

3. "Now be my echo."   (Sing the first verse in short segments  e.g.  "Tingalayo"   "Come little donkey come.")    

"Ready to sing the first verse with me?   Wait for the count-in."4.

5. Put the words to the verses on the pocket chart and read them with students.   
 Then sing the whole song together. 

fast - slow
come - go

eat - sleep
kick 2 hind feet

yes - no
stop - go

hee - haw
sleep in straw

1

2

3

4

New Song:  New Song:  Tingalayo

I Hear With My Little Ear
Tingalayo



Practice is repetition.  The second weekly lessons for 
CanDo 1 repeat most of the prior lesson with a few 
optional alternatives.

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

Pitch:  Hearing Highs and Lows
Stretches

Moving Like An Animal

AA

BB

Music and Visual Arts
     *review of repertoire
      *illustrating a song

Work Page
   *singing/playing with written music
   *word recognition

Reading Rhythm
Song:  Tingalayo

Drama Improvisation
   *Tingalayo talks with ????

CC
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Focus:  composition/creating and music in our lives 1
Lesson

bNovemberNovemberNovemberNovemberNovember 0

I can do music in Lesson  10b .  My name is _________________________________
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The name of a song I like a lot is   

Make a piece of art in the rectangle above to go with your song.
You may draw a picture that shows something happening in the song.
You may draw a picture of you singing the song.
You may cut and paste pictures from magazines to show ideas in the song.
You may print some words from the song and decorate them.
You may use any or all of the ideas above   OR  your very own ideas.

Ask me about my art!

Sing (or read) through the repertoire paper.  
Ask and explore responses to:

  What is your favourite song, and why?
  Which is your least favourite song, 
      and why?
  Which dance is the hardest, and why?
   Which song is the funniest, and why?

Sometimes books that have songs have 
illustrations to go with them.   The 
illustration needs to show something that's 
in the song, or something that relates to the 
song.   If you were doing an illustration for 
the song: "The Eency Weency Spider" (or 
choose another well known song that isn't 
in the repertoire) what could you put in the 
illustration?

*a house with a waterspout
*a spider
*lots of spiders  ....

Choose a song from our repertoire that you 
like and do an illustration to go with it.   

Music & Visual ArtsMusic & Visual ArtsAA

Dance & DramaDance & Drama(A) (B)

MusicMusic(C)

1.

2.

Use the illustrations for a bulletin board display of “Songs 
We Know and Like.”
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BB

CC

Sing "Tingalayo" with the CD/DVD.  

Give out percussion instruments.

1st time:  students play any way they choose

2nd time:  
    shakers play on the  word  "Tingalayo"
       ---tap shaker on "tin - ga" 
             and   jiggle shaker
                      for the longer sounds  e.g.  "lay  -   o"
    drum tapped on rhythm of
                       "come little donkey come"

Ask: 
“ The instruments were played differently each 
time we sang the song.  Which way did you prefer, 
and why?”
     

Give out the songsheet.

Ask:   Find the places where we sing the name 
“Tingalayo.”   How many “claps” does the word 
get?(What is the rhythm count for “Tingalayo”?)  (4)
How many little “ovals/circles” are above 
Tingalayo’s name? (4)

Sing and play instruments for the chorus
while looking at the music.

Go over instructions for completing the songsheet.
Give working time.
When students have finished the work page, they may 
quietly read other songs in their music book.

Work PageWork Page  for Reading/Playing
I can do music in Lesson  10 .  My name is _________________________________

c.
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Tin - ga - lay  -   o,     come,  lit-tle  don-key come. Tin-ga  - lay    -    o,

come, lit-  tle don-key  come.   

Tingalayo West Indies
folksong

arr: LJ Clare

Key D, first note F#(mi)
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,Tin-ga...

Me donkey fast, me donkey slow, 
Me donkey come and me donkey go.
Me donkey fast, me donkey slow,
Me donkey come and me donkey go.

Me donkey eat, me donkey sleep,
Me donkey kick with his two hind feet.
Me donkey eat, me donkey sleep,
Me donkey kick with his two hind feet.

Me donkey yes, me donkey no,
Me donkey stop when I tell him go.
Me donkey yes, me donkey no,
Me donkey stop when I tell him go.

Me donkey "hee," me donkey "haw,"
Me donkey sleep in a bed of straw.
Me donkey "hee," me donkey "haw,"
Me donkey sleep in a bed of straw.

These are the verses for Tingalayo.
The part of the song that is sung 
inbetween verses is called the chorus.
Print the words.

verse   __________________

chorus __________________

1

2

3

4

Cross out the words for things
the donkey does not do in the song.

swim

stop

sleep

fly

eat

jump

go

kick

What country does the donkey
come from?

__________________________

Ask me to explain my answers above!

talk

come

read

skip

DramaDrama and Improvisation

"Actors need to be able to take on many different kind of roles.  One day they might 
be a mouse, the next day they might be a donkey like Tingalayo!   Usually actors say 
words that someone else has written for them to say, but sometimes actors make up 
the words themselves.     We know that Tingalayo says,  "Hee"  and "Haw," but 
imagine he was talking to you in English!   Would he talk about polar bears?"  (Let 

your voice make it a leading question towards "no.")   "No, I don't think so either because 
there aren't a lot of polar bears where Tingalayo lives.    What kind of things would 
Tingalayo talk about, and what would he say?"

As students give ideas, encourage them to talk in a "Tingalayo" voice.   Keep track on chart 
paper or white board of the kinds of things Tingalayo is talking about,  e.g.  what he eats; 
where he lives; what he does; his complaints; his dreams ...  

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.

6.

7.
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Lesson Plan for 10B Ends Here

Now it's time to set up improvisations for students to work on.   Choose a 
topic different from food,  e.g. home/house;  bedtime;  trip to the beach.   
Create an interesting first line for Tingalayo.

Teacher acts as timekeeper.   Students work in pairs.    The shorter 
student is Tingalayo.   Give 3-4 minutes for each pair to have a 
conversation.   Call time.   Students switch parts,  e.g. the taller student 
is Tingalayo.   Again give 3-4 minutes for a conversation.   Now ask 
each pair to choose one of their conversations to do for the class.

Be sure to leave time for performances.   Again, teacher acts as 
timekeeper/director.    Remind students that the director is the boss in 
drama (well, one of the them).   To make sure everyone gets to perform, 
the director will call “Stop” (after about 45 seconds, which sounds short 
but feel quite long).  When the director says to stop, then all action stops.   
You may have to reel in some of the pairs from a long, convoluted or 
circular conversation.

If you have access to a video camera, record the performances.    Use them on a later date as 
a "reward" activity, or for a rainy day recess option.

"You're going to make up a conversation between 
Tingalayo and Sam, his owner.   You don't get to think it 
all out, you are going to improvise  ---that's what actors 
call it when they make up things as they go along.   Just 
pretend that you are Tingalayo,  or that you are Sam, 
improvising is pretending.

"Improvising usually starts with some things already decided. 
This time, Tingalayo is talking about food.    What would be an 
interesting thing for Tingalayo to say to start the conversation?"    
Take several examples, choose one, then ask for a volunteer to be Tingalayo 
(choose an outgoing child).   How can the student show Tingalayo with his/her 
body? 

Model the improvisation by having the child say Tingalayo's line, then 
you, as Sam, responds in a way that helps the conversation along.   
Keep the exchange short,  e.g. three or four lines each.   Then choose a 
different Tingalayo who begins with the same line.   You, as Sam, 
respond differently this time and continue.   

After the two improvisations reflect.
     Which improvisation was the correct one?  

(neither, both are accepted)
    Which time did you think Sam was most interesting? 

 (direct attention to your part)  Why?
     What could happen next in the first improvisation?   

Improvisation Intro

Model
Improvisation

Teacher = owner
Student = Tingalayo

Analyze

Students
Pair with a Buddy
and
Improvise

“My house is bigger than your house.”
“I don’t want to go to bed.”
“I’m going to the beach, do you want to come?”

Students
Perform

Set-Up a
New Improv

“I’m tired of eating hay.”
“Let’s have pizza for lunch!”

I n  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  
improvisat ion, focus with 
students on the difference 
between memorizing a script, 
and making up your own words 
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Focus:  composition/creating and music in our lives 1
Lesson

aNovemberNovemberNovemberNovemberNovember

C1.3 composing

element focus:  rhythm, beat, tempo

Pitch:  Hearing Highs and Lows   (page 64)11

22

1

Reading Pitch:  Singing Shape Cards

Show a shape card (filed under “flashcards-
shape”).  Point to the bumblebee and either sing a 
beginning pitch (bzzzz) or play one of the 
glockenspiel bars 4 times.   Sing the words  “One, 
two, ready, buzzz”.  Students follow the bee/finger 
as it visits the flowers, moving the pitch of their 
voices up and down with the bee.  Some of the 
shape cards have cues to vary the sounds.

This activity is a transition between singing an 
imaginary roller coaster ride in the air, and reading 
pitch changes from paper.

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review
Game Song:  I Hear With My Little Ear (page 65)

Song:   Tingalayo     
Key D, first note F#(mi)
glockenspiel count-in: 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,Tin-ga..

Sing the song once for fun.
Sing a verse using a hand to show the shape of the tune/pitch   i.e. hand rises as tune 
goes higher and vice versa. 

 
I'm going to sing part of the song.    As I sing, you use your hands to go up and 
down with my hand  --without using your voices  (magic lips).     When I stop 
singing,  freeze."
(Sing part of the song, using your hand to follow the pitch/tune.   When you stop singing, leave 

your hand in place and ask ..)  "Now does the song go up or down?  Show me by 
moving your hand."   (Don't worry about the student hands that go the wrong direction.)  
"Yes, right the next part of the song goes (up/down)."

"Are you ready for a challenge?  Put your listening ears and thinking caps on.  

1.
2.

3.

Dance  & DramaDance  & Drama(A) (B) MusicMusic(C) 

low = lower pitch    as in bass voice
soft = quieter pitch

Music Word UseWarm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Repeat several times.4.
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Over the past few weeks the class has been creating and reading musical phrases on the 
pocket chart.  Today each student will create, and later perform, their own composition with 
a cut and paste "pocket chart."   

*create three musical phrases that include some repetition
*choose two of the phrases to perform
*decide on an order/form for the phrases

---naming one as "A,"    one as "B"
*choose a tempo for performance
*practice saying their work
*perform their work for the class

Project Parameters 

Composition ProjectComposition Project

Step One Review the process using the pocket chart and flashcards.  
Focus on the process.

e.g.  "I think today I'm hungry for some pumpkin pie, 
so I'm going to put "pumpkin" here, and "pie" here,  
that sounds very yummy to me so I'm going to put 
"yum" down two times.   This phrase says,  "Pumpkin 
Pie, Yum, Yum".   etc.

Yum!Yum!

First get the word cards ready.    Do this in front of students, talking them 
through what you are doing.   Take the word/picture cards.   On the side of the 
pocket chart, or on your desk, sort them into piles of each different word.  (Read 
through the cards and put them on the pocket chart ready to begin.)

Build three lines on the pocket chart, talking your way through choices as you 

make them.  Be sure to include some repetition.

1.

2.

3. Read all three phrases with students using a steady count-in:  "One, two, ready, 
read ..."

Engage student help to choose two of the three phrases as "keepers."   Ask 
students to give reasons for their choices    e.g.  variety, ideas, repetition.   Then decide 
which phrase to read first.   Place an "A" card beside the first phrase, and a "B" card beside 
the second.

4.

5. Read the completed chant in the form chosen. 

Show the three tempo cards.  Choose one to go on the pocket chart and be used for the 
final performance.   Again, elicit reasons for the choice.

Invite a student to be the conductor  i.e.  do the count-in for a reading.6.

(see pages 38 and 39)



red

I

like Yum!

orangegreen

Yum!

yellow
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Plan ahead to use a camera for recording student performances.

Step Two Show students the composition work pages.
Make a “work list” on chart paper with students.

Show students the composition workpages.  

Many Grade One "cut and paste" worksheets have a right/wrong place for the 
pasting.   Encourage students to see this project as "creative" with no right/wrong 
answers.   Since repetition is often a part of music, provide multiple copies of the 
"cut out" page for students to use.  

 Students who finish early may colour their composition page.

Name  ____________________________________

red yellowI like orange green Yum!

Circle the form you choose for your chant. AABA         ABAB        ABA        AABB       ABBB

Choose one line to be "A"  --print "A" beside it.       Choose one line to be "B"  --print "B" beside it.

copy a
few
extras
to allow
for 
repetition

Full size copies of 
the work pages are 
included in this 
guidebook.

1.  Cut and sort the word cards.
2.  Create three lines on the "heart beat" page.   Paste the word cards to the paper.
3.  Choose two lines to be in the chant.   Print "A" beside one, "B" beside the other.
4.  Decide on a form for the chant.  Circle the form you choose.
5.  Quietly practice saying your chant, starting with a count-in.
6.  If you finish early, colour your page.

If students finish the work quickly, get them moving with one or 
two of the active songs from the repertoire   e.g.   Turkey in the 
Straw,   Ha, Ha, This-a-Way,  When I Was One.

E tra
im

x  T
e?

Performance time for  the project  is included in the next two lesson plans.    
If your class has two music times a week, then consider using the 
performance plan that begins in Lesson 11b.  If your class has only one 
music time a week, use the performance plan in Lesson 12a.

Step Three Composing/Working Time

1.

2.

This is the “cut me out” page.

red

I

like Yum!

orangegreen

Yum!

yellow

Make a work list on chart paper.
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Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

Pitch:  Hearing Highs and Lows
Pitch:  Sing Shape Cards

Dance:  Turkey in the Straw

AA

OROR

Composition Performance
    *begin the “Solo” format today

    *use the “Group”  format
          outlined in Lesson 12aReading Rhythm

Song:  I Like to Eat Apples and Bananas
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Focus:  composition/creating and music in our lives 1
Lesson

bNovemberNovemberNovemberNovemberNovember 1

Performance OptionsPerformance Options   for completion of composition project

Solo Conducting/PerformanceSolo Conducting/Performance

Group PerformanceGroup Performance

Each student has an opportunity to conduct the class in performing 
her/his composition.
Pros:   *every student has an opportunity to shine
          *all students benefit from additional reading practice
          *easy to assess individual student learning
Cons:  *today 8 students conduct,
                leaving the rest to conduct in subsequent music periods,
                4 conducting each day until all have had a turn

All students perform their own compositions simultaneously.
Pros:  *less focus on individual performance
               may help shyer students to participate more freely
          *takes less overall time from other music activities
Cons: *difficult to asssess individual learning
          (may be alleviated somewhat by having 5-6 students perform
          rather than the whole class)

Dance & DramaDance & Drama(A) (B)

MusicMusic(C)

This week, the 2nd lesson continues from the first.  
Decide on which “performance” option you will be 
using with your class (see below) before planning 
your lesson.



Lesson Plan for 11b ends here.

A AB

Name  ____________________________________

red yellowI like orange green Yum!

Circle the form you choose for your chant. AABA         ABAB        ABA        AABB       ABBB

Choose one line to be "A"  --print "A" beside it.       Choose one line to be "B"  --print "B" beside it.

red

I like

Yum! Yum!

Yum!A

B

ABA
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Solo Conducting/PerformanceSolo Conducting/Performance
The composition "cut and paste" projects are now going to be used for reading practice, and to offer to 
each child an opportunity to perform and then conduct their own work.  Model the steps shown below 
using a "cut and paste" project that you have made.  Then choose a volunteer to do their work. (Once the 
first few performances have been done, the pace of presentation will increase.)   After 3 or 4 students 
have presented their work, stop for a song or dance break.  Collect the work after it has been performed 
for future use.

Student  work is “copied” onto the classroom pocket chart, using 
the class flashcards so that it may easily be seen.

Student  explains the form chosen  e.g.  AABA ...

Student  does the count-in and performs/read the chant.
Teacher notes:

Does the child keep a steady beat?
Does the child follow the form she/he has chosen?
Does the child's performance go smoothly?
Is the child an active 

                  and willing participant in music class?
Is the child's voice audible?

Congratulate the performer,
make a positive comment 
about either the work or the performance.

Now the student  conducts the class in reading the chant.

Class is invited to name 3 things they liked about the work.
Then the student/conductor is asked:

 

Use the large "A" "B" cards so that the form is clearly 
seen by the class.

"If you were going to write another chant, or conduct 
another time what would you change?  (I wish I had 
practised more.   I'd use some rests.)   What did you 
like about your composition?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Use this assessment opportunity to reflect on overall class 
learning.   Do you need to spend more time doing activities 
with a "beat" focus?    Are students all interested in 
participating in music class?    What changes could be 
made in music to encourage participation?  Notes made 
on individual students may be used as a reference point 
when assessment on performance is repeated in the Spring 
for reporting purposes.

Time to Reflect on Class LearningTime to Reflect on Class Learning

sample cut/paste project

Teacher

Refle
ctio

n



presto
presto

allegro
allegro

andante
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Focus:  composition/creating and music in our lives 1
Lesson

aNovemberNovemberNovemberNovemberNovember

Pitch: Roller Coaster Aahs11

22

2

Reading Pitch:  Singing Shape Cards

concepts:  relationship    partner/solo C1.5 symbols represent sounds
C3.1 identify musical experiences in own lives
C1.4 techniques in performance/conducting
element focus:   rhythm and beat

Help students to make the cognitive connections 
between the two warm-ups today;  i.e.  reading the 
roller coaster “hand” as it goes up and down in the 
air    AND   reading the roller coaster car as it goes 
up and down the track on the shape card.

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Game Song:  I Hear With My Little Ear  (page 65-66)

Song:   When I Was One

Group PerformanceGroup Performance

Composition  PerformanceComposition  Performance
If you are using the “Solo Conducting/Performance” process begun in Lesson 11b 

(page 69), continue here with another 3-4 students having their time in the spotlight.   
The Group Performance process outlined in this lesson also works as a way to have 
students practice their own compositions.

1 Form a sitting circle (or around the edges of the mat with no one in the corners) 
with all students.   When they are quiet, explain that you are going to put their 
compositions on the mat in front of them.   While they are waiting for all the 
compositions to be given out, they may silently practice their own,  BUT, the 
compositions stay on the mat.  (This avoids rustling papers during the 
performance and means both teacher and student can see the composition page.

Dance  & DramaDance  & Drama(A) (B) MusicMusic(C) 

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

OR



2

Choose a student (who is likely to have a smooth reading of their composition) to go first.    
Teacher/conductor will count in for every composition:  One, two, ready, read.

Continue around the circle after the first student has read WITHOUT PAUSING.     
In this way every student has an opportunity to perform their own chant in a way 
that is relatively non-threatening and simple.   You may want to make quick 
notes as each student performs.

After all the compositions have been read spend a few minutes in oral 
assessment.  Name a few things that you particularly liked about the 
compositions, and then name a few things that might benefit from some 
work/practice.   Ask students to give a few "kisses" and "wishes."

Does the child keep a steady beat?
Does the child follow the form she/he has chosen?
Does the child's performance go smoothly?
Is the child an active 
        and willing participant in music class?
Is the child's voice audible?

Every teacher develops their own "code" for this process.  I call them "kisses" and "wishes."  
For "kisses," I touch my fingers to my lips and blow a kiss  --a congratulations.   
For "wishes," my hands hold each other in front of my heart  -a near prayer pose.

“Point to your “A” line.      Point to your “B” line.    Now point to the form 
you choose.    I’m going to give a count-in for reading.   With “MAGIC 
LIPS”   (silently) practice reading your composition.   One, two, ready, 
silently ...”

3

4

5 Repeat the round-the-circle performance once more.

End with a “everybody give themselves a clap” moment.6

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Enjoy the Repertoire  Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song 

In the remaining time, sing from the repertoire.  Critical thinking comes into play if students are 
challenged to choose a song that fits a criteria: 

1. a song that may be sung slowly   --Where/when are slow songs sung in our lives?

2. a song that makes you happy     --Where/when are happy songs sung?

3. a song from another country      --Where/when do we sing songs from other places?

Ask students to sit where they are.   Play one of the "costume/role" pieces from October Week 
Three (page 50).  Students listen until they recognize what the character is, then they stand and 
begin moving in role.   Repeat with the other three pieces from that lesson.

Students have been sitting for a while  --time to get up and move!
suggestion:    Ha, Ha, This-A-Way
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Lesson Plan for 12a ends here.

 e.g.



Seasonal songs will soon be the focus of more than 
just music class.   Take time this lesson to sing 
favourites from the past few months.

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

Body:  Stretches
Pitch:  Sing Shape Cards

AA

Adding Instruments
to Student Compositions
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Focus:  composition/creating and music in our lives 1
Lesson

bNovemberNovemberNovemberNovemberNovember 2

Solo Conducting/Performing continues
and/or    see Option C

see Option C

CC

BB

Songs in Our Lives
    *work page interviews

Enjoying the Repertoire

I can do music in Lesson  12 .  My name is _________________________________

c.
 2
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Name of adult I interviewed:

Where did you grow up?

When you were my age, where did you sing?

What songs do you remember from childhood?

Name of adult I interviewed:

Where did you grow up?

When you were my age, where did you sing?

What songs do you remember from childhood?

This is me.  The song I'm singing is called

I am singing it

Ask me to ask you some questions about singing!

Begin with a challenge.   
"We sing songs in school  ---where else do 
you sing songs?"  (at home, in a place of 
worship, children's club,  camp)  As students 
name places ask the class for songs they know 
that are sung in the place.

"Of all the songs that you know, if you had 
to pick just one song to sing, what would it 
be?"

"Today we're going to get ready to find out 
what songs other people sang when they 
were children.   We're going to do 
interviews."  Post the interview questions on 
the pocket chart.  Practice reading them with 
students.
 
Ask a student to come and interview you with 
the questions.  If possible, arrange for another 
adult to visit today so that students may try 
their interview skills again   OR   If your class 
has reading buddies in a higher grade, 
change one of the “solo” interviews on the 
work page to be with an older child.

Include this work page as “homework”.

AA Songs in Our LivesSongs in Our Lives

Dance & DramaDance & Drama(A) (B)

MusicMusic(C)



Music & InstrumentsMusic & Instruments
Students have been practising reading rhythms from their own compositions.   Now add musical texture 
to the reading by playing the rhythms on percussion instruments.   Use this opportunity to focus on the 
different kinds of sounds produced by different materials (wood versus metal).   Students sit in pairs.

1

2

3

4

5

Re-make a student composition on the pocket chart.   Hold up one of the 
metallic percussion instruments (metal spoons work fine if nothing else is available).  
Play the instrument.   “What words describe the sound you hear?” (ringy, 

bell-like, sharp, clangy...)  “What happens to the sound when I take a wooden 
rhythm stick (chopstick) and use it to strike the metal instrument?”  (sounds 
duller)   

Help students remember the instrument rules  --especially the nobody plays 
until the conductor says!   Give one metallic percussion instrument to each pair 
of students.   Read/play the rhythms from the pocket chart.   Comment on the 
way someone played well.   Repeat for the other member of the pair.  

Change the pocket chart rhythm pattern.   Introduce wooden percussion 
instruments focussing on words to describe the sounds.

Hand out wooden percussion instruments.   Play the pocket chart rhythm pattern 
using only the wooden instruments.

BB

6 Experiment with the way the instruments are being used in playing  rhythm 
patterns.

wooden instruments play only on   “ti-ti”
metal instruments play only on  “ta”

switch the above pattern

metal instruments play only on  “sh”

try playing the instruments 
   without saying the rhythm names out loud

play the “ti-ti” very loudly, and the “ta”s softly

ask students for other ideas

 Brainstorm a list of the songs students remember from music class this year.  It's an interesting challenge  ---
especially for us as teachers.   The songs we think are memorable, sometimes aren't,  and vice versa.

When the list has at least 7 or 8 songs on it.   Ask:   "If we had to miss one of these songs because of a special 
day  ---which one would you pick to leave off the list, and why?"  ( Students sometimes feel they cannot criticize 
a song the teacher has chosen to include in lessons.)

"Choose your favourite song and be ready to tell me why it's your favourite."    Sing each of the favourites as it is 
named.
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Lesson Plan for 12b Ends Here

Enjoy the Repertoire  Enjoy the Repertoire    Remembering Songs

finger
cymbals

triangle

rhythm sticks

tick-tock
  block

spoons

“Instead of clapping when we say the rhythm names, today instruments 
will be played.   Listen.”  (Give yourself a simple count-in:  1, 2, ready, listen) and 

read - play the rhythm from the pocket chart.)  “When I see a ti-ti, how many 
times do I play the instrument? (2)   When I see a “sh”, how many times 
do I play the instrument? (0)
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